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    Vote for Hub Group as Your Top 3PL Provider

  


At Hub Group, we keep your business needs in focus by creating end-to-end supply chain solutions for better service, greater efficiency and total visibility. With the right support and a robust set of capabilities, we help drive your business forward.





cast your vote
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                                                    50 Years
                                            

                    Service, Integrity and Innovation have powered Hub Group through five decades – and counting.
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                                                    The Way Ahead
                                            

                    Find out more about how Hub Group goes above and beyond for our customers. 
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                                                    Cause Container
                                            

                    Our award-winning cause marketing campaign, #CauseContainer, raises funds for charities as our containers hit the road. 
                

            


            
            
                




                


  

    
                


The Way Ahead







Hub Group creates innovative, end-to-end supply chain solutions tailored to your unique business needs. From activating comprehensive technology for added visibility and efficiency, to leveraging strong third-party relationships and the industry’s second-largest private intermodal fleet, we provide access to the right support and the right end-to-end supply chain solutions, at the right time. 







We work with you to personalize our offerings to meet your needs. And with a single point of contact, a robust lineup of tech-enabled assets and strong third-party relationships, you’ll be on the receiving end of innovative, new ideas that drive long-term potential. 




      

  

    

  


Transportation Solutions




Our robust suite of transportation solutions delivers greater efficiency to your organization’s supply chain. 



    
                

    
      
    
      
    
                
      

      
        

Intermodal




With over 50 years of time-tested expertise and in-depth data, Hub Group provides flexible, reliable intermodal transportation services across North America. Thousands of experienced professionals serve and support our asset-based intermodal program, fine-tuning our services to meet your unique transportation needs.





Learn More




      

    

      

  
    

  

    
      
    
                
      

      
        

Truck Brokerage




Our truck brokerage program combines cutting-edge technology with an expansive operations network to ensure cost-effective, safe and timely delivery of your freight. With a strategic blend of national and regional carriers at the ready, Hub Group guarantees truck brokerage services fine-tuned to meet your business requirements. 





Learn More








      

    

      

  
    

  

    
      
    
                
      

      
        

Asset Trucking




We believe in putting reliability and safety first. Hub Group invests in up-to-date, high-quality trucks and equipment, minimizing breakdowns and delays. You can rest assured that your shipment is in safe hands. 





Learn more




      

    

      

  




    

  

    
      
    
                
      

      
        

Dedicated Trucking




Our dedicated trucking group provides unparalleled service that delivers greater supply chain efficiency and regulates costs. From fleet management to 24/7 administrative support, we handle the ins and outs of dedicated trucking so you can focus on your core business. 





learn more








      

    

      

  




    

  
    

      

  




      
    
      
  

    
              
                  

                  
      
        

Logistics Management Solutions




As an award-winning 3PL company, Hub Group pairs multimodal capabilities that harness the power of technology with unmatched industry service and expertise.





    
      





        Managed Solutions
        Our managed solutions span the full range of 3PL capabilities.
      

          
      


        Consolidation & Fulfillment
        We cut costs with strategic warehouse networks and consolidation expertise, creating a solid supply chain framework.
      

          
      


        International Freight
        We design international solutions that combine buying power with added freight visibility, savings and more.
      

          
      


        Final Mile
        We focus on extending your standard of quality all the way to your customers’ doors and businesses.
      

      
                  

                  
      
        
    
                
      
        

Industries we serve 




Supply chain solutions are not one-size-fits-all. Whether you’re moving durable goods or temperature-sensitive cargo, we tailor our supply chain services to support your industry nuances. 





View All Industries
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